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Outline

• The instrument: specs and features

• The data: access, structure and format

• The software: visualization and reduction

• The future: next-gen experiment automation
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WAND2 (HB-2C)

2-axis diffractometer with wide-angle 

detector bank

Detector: seamless 3He 2D-PSD

(8*480*512 pixels, 0.4mm/pixel)

Horizontal coverage: 120 deg

Vertical coverage: +/- 7.5 deg

Detector Elevation: 100mm (0 to +15 

deg)

Wavelength: 

λ = 1.5 Å (Ge 113), 

λ = 0.95 Å (Ge 115)
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DEMAND (HB-3A)

Detector: 3*1 stack anger camera 

(3*512*512 pixels, 0.2mm/pixel)

Horizontal coverage: +/-8 deg

Vertical coverage: -8/+40 deg

Four-circle mode:

2theta range: 0 ~ 155 deg

Omega range: 0 ~ 75 deg

Chi range: -5 ~ 90 deg

Phi range: -180 ~ 180 deg

Two-axis mode:

2theta range: 0 ~ 155 deg

Omega range: -180 ~ 180 deg

Wavelength: 

λ = 1.54 Å (Si 220), 

λ = 1.00 Å (Si 331),

λ = 2.51 Å (Si 111)

Four-circle mode

1 

mm

Two-axis mode

4 to 700 K
Half- polarized option

40 mK (dilution)
6 T (vertical magnet)
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Data access

Analysis: (https://analysis.sns.gov/)
(connection options: https://analysis.sns.gov/connection_options.html)

Download data to local: SFTP analysis.sns.gov on port 22

OnCat: (https://oncat.ornl.gov/)

DEMAND:
/HFIR/HB3A/IPTS-xxxxx/exp-xxx/Datafiles/*.dat, *.xml -raw data files
/HFIR/HB3A/IPTS-xxxxx/shared/autoreduce/*.nxs  -auto reduced files

WAND2:
/HFIR/HB2C/IPTS-xxxxx/nexus/*.h5    -raw data files
/HFIR/HB2C/IPTS-xxxxx/shared/autoreduce/*.nxs  -auto reduced files

Useful resource:
https://single-crystal.ornl.gov/    -Single crystal diffraction website 
https://docs.mantidproject.org/nightly/index.html -MANTID online document

https://analysis.sns.gov/
https://analysis.sns.gov/connection_options.html
https://oncat.ornl.gov/
https://single-crystal.ornl.gov/
https://docs.mantidproject.org/nightly/index.html
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Data structure and format

DEMAND .xml file
(raw data)

DEMAND .nxs file
(auto reduced)

WAND2 .h5 file (raw data)

WAND2 .nxs file (atuo reduced)

ω, 2θ, χ, φ,…
λ, focus, …

T, H, …

ω, 2θ, χ, φ,…
λ, focus, …

T, H, …
+ time

t1, pixel ID 1,
t2, pixel ID 2,
…
tN, pixel ID N,

Events

N counts
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Data reduction in MANTID (reciprocal space)

Qx-Qy-Qz plot
 (unindexed reciprocal space) Peak list

HKL-plot (indexed reciprocal space)
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Data reduction in ReTIA (detector space)

ReTIA is a MATLAB package for reducing detector image data. (currently work for DEMAND)

Auto-detection peak
on detector image

Auto-indexed and optimized peak scans Reduced intensity
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Next step: automated single crystal diffraction experiment

The investigative scan
(fast, sparse)

Visualization
Reduction

Bragg peak
(nuclear or 
magnetic)

Powder line/noise

Decision 
Maker

Low data quality, 
need more statistics

High data quality,
No need to re-measure

final data

Hao, et al. Journal of Applied Crystallography 56.2 (2023): 519-525.
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Thank you!
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